An Empirical Bayes risk prediction model using multiple traits for sequencing data.
The rapidly developing sequencing technologies have led to improved disease risk prediction through identifying many novel genes. Many prediction methods have been proposed to use rich genomic information to predict binary disease outcomes. It is intuitive that these methods can be further improved by making efficient use of the rich information in measured quantitative traits that are correlated with binary outcomes. In this article, we propose a novel Empirical Bayes prediction model that uses information from both quantitative traits and binary disease status to improve risk prediction. Our method is built on a new statistic that better infers the gene effect on multiple traits, and it also enjoys the good theoretical properties. We then consider using sequencing data by combining information from multiple rare variants in individual genes to strengthen the signals of causal genetic effects. In simulation study, we find that our proposed Empirical Bayes approach is superior to other existing methods in terms of feature selection and risk prediction. We further evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method through its application to the sequencing data provided by the Genetic Analysis Workshop 18.